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1. Introduction
A standard approach in phylogenetic analysis is to model the desired result, i.e., the
branching pattern of species evolution, in terms of a system of weighted, pairwise
compatible splits. Furthermore, to find this system, one usually supposes that some
sort of traces have been left by the branching process in question that are detectable
by investigating present-day species and have preserved sufficient information to al-
lowing us to reconstruct the required branching pattern.
Most often, these traces are represented by estimates, one for each pair x, y of
species under consideration, of the total amount D(x, y) of genetic change that sepa-
rates Species x from Species y — see, for instance, [26] in which this kind of approach
has been applied, for the first time, to a family of protein sequences, viz., the family of
Cytochrome C sequences of altogether 20 eukaryotic species including fungi, plants,
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and animals, see also e.g., [4, 12] for suggestions of other approaches towards using
such standard distance data.
However, other types of traces have also been taken into consideration as they,
sometimes, appear to be easier to handle. For example, given a further fixed species
z — if possible, an appropriately chosen outgroup taxon relative to the set taxa under
investigation — one may estimate the total amount Dz(x, y) of genetic change that
separates this outgroup species z from the latest common precursor of Species x and
Species y — or, rather, from that species on the imagined evolutionary path connect-
ing Species x and Species y that is closest to Species z (cf. [22–24], see also [17] for
a recent survey and further references regarding this procedure).
Alternatively, one may also consider, for any three species a, b, and c, the total
amount D(a, b, c) of phylogenetic diversity represented by these three species (cf.
[9, 27, 28, 30, 33], and [19] for a recent discussion of these approaches).
And one may consider, for any four given species x, y, u, v, the difference Dy(x, u)
−Dy(x, v) — a “four-variate” trace that was used recently by Backelin and Linusson
in their investigation of parity splits (cf. [2]).
In the first part of the series of papers, we will investigate the relationship between
the various traces that one can associate to any given weighted split system. To this
end, we will generalize (parts of) split-decomposition theory which, in its original
form as developed in [4] and described for the non-mathematically oriented audience
in [6], deals with positively weighted split systems, relating their “standard” traces
to metrics. Furthermore, to recover all of the (mathematical) results obtained in the
various papers quoted above dealing with trace-based phylogenetic reconstruction,
and taking into account in particular that Backelin’ and Linusson’s work deals with
the group of order 2 (and not at all with the additive group of real numbers), we’ll
follow the approach pioneered already in [8] and also adopted in [19]: That is, we
will allow our split systems to attain their values in an arbitrary abelian group A , and
we will, of course, do the same for the various groups encompassing all imaginable
traces to be investigated here.
More specifically, given a non-empty set X , an element z ∈ X , and an (additively
written) abelian group A with neutral element 0 = 0A , we will consider
(1) the group S ∗(X |A) consisting of all maps Σ of finite support† from the set S(X)
of all splits of the set X (i.e., all unordered pairs {A, B} of disjoint subsets A, B
of X for which A∪B = X holds) into the group A for which Σ({X , /0}) = 0 holds
— modeling, in a rather abstract way, the branching (or, better, the “separation”)
patterns of species evolution,
and the following abelian groups whose elements can be viewed — in an equally ab-
stract way — as constructs modeling the various types of traces that these branching
patterns may be supposed to have left:






→A : {a, b} →Π(ab)
† Recall that the support supp( f ) of any map f from a set I into a group A is the set {i ∈ I : f (i) = 0}.





of all non-empty subsets of X of cardinality at most 2 into the
group A and its two subgroups
P(2)(X |A) :=
{
Π ∈ P≤2(X |A) : ∀a,b,c∈X Π(a) = 0,
Π(ab)+Π(bc)+Π(ca)∈ 2A
}
(with Π(a) = Π({a}) and 2A := {2α : α ∈ A}, of course), and
P≤2(X , z |A) := {Π ∈ P≤2(X |A) : ∀a∈X Π(az) = 0} ,











of all non-empty subsets of X of cardinality at most 3 into the
group A , and its subgroup P(3)(X |A) consisting of all maps Ψ in P≤3(X |A) for
which (with Ψ(x) := Ψ({x}), Ψ(xy) := Ψ({x, y}), and Ψ(xyz) := Ψ({xyz}) for
all x, y, z ∈ X) one has Ψ(a) = 0 for all a ∈ X and
∑
I∈({1,2,3,4}3 )




a j : j ∈ J
})
for all a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ X (or, equivalently,
Ψ(abc)+Ψ(bcd)+Ψ(cda)+Ψ(dab)= Ψ(ab)+Ψ(ac)+Ψ(ad)+Ψ(bc)
+Ψ(bd)+Ψ(cd)
for all a, b, c, d ∈ X),
(4) and the group L2(X |A) consisting of all “bilinear” symmetric maps
Λ : G(X)2→A : ((x, y), (u, v)) → Λ(xy : uv)
defined on the groupoid G(X) canonically associated with the set X whose ele-
ments are the pairs (x, y) of elements from X while a product (x, y)∗ (u, v) of any
two such pairs (x, y), (u, v) is defined if and only if y = u holds in which case
(x, y)∗ (u, v) is defined as (x, y)∗ (u, v) := (x, v)‡. That is, we define L2(X |A) to
denote the subgroup of the group AG(X)2 consisting of all maps from G(X)2 into
A that consists of all those maps Λ ∈ AG(X)2 for which
Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xy : vw) = Λ(xy : uw) = Λ(uw : xy)
holds for all x, y, u, v, w ∈ X .
Note that the symmetric bilinear maps Λ from G(X)2 into the group {±1} of
order 2 turned up quite naturally in Backelin’ and Linusson’s investigations of
parity splits presented in [2].
‡ In terms of category theory, G(X) is nothing but the — obviously “groupoidal” — category whose objects
form the set X while there is exactly one morphism from x to y, denoted by (x, y), for any two elements
x, y ∈ X .
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We will now consider various canonically defined group homomorphisms be-
tween the seven groups S ∗(X |A), P≤2(X |A), P(2)(X |A), P≤2(X , z |A), P≤3(X |A),
P(3)(X |A), and L2(X |A) introduced above.
To this end, we will denote, for any subset R of S(X), any two subsets Y, Z of X ,
and any map Σ of finite support from S(X) into A ,
(i) by
Σ+(R ) := ∑
S∈R
Σ(S)
the sum over all those values that the map Σ attains at the splits in R ,
(ii) by R (Y |Z) the set of all splits in R that separate Y from Z, i.e., the set of all
splits S = {A, B} in R with, say, Y ⊆ A and Z ⊆ B,
(iii) and by
Σ+(Y |Z) := Σ+ (S(Y |Z))
the sum over all the values that the map Σ attains at the set
S(Y |Z) := (S(X))(Y |Z)
consisting of all splits of X that separateY from Z, writing also Σ+ (y1 · · ·yi|z1 · · ·
z j) instead of Σ+(Y |Z) in case Y = {y1, . . . , yi} and Z =
{
z1, . . . , z j
}
holds for
some y1, . . . , yi, z1, . . . , z j ∈ X .
Using these notations (and still assuming that some fixed element z ∈ X is given),
we can now associate, to each Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A), its four “traces”
(1) Σ(2) : ( X≤2)→A : {a, b} → Σ+(a|b),
(2) Σ(z) : ( X≤2)→A : {a, b} → Σ+(ab|z),
(3) Σ(3) : ( X≤3)→A : {a, b, c} → Σ+(ab|c)+Σ+(bc|a)+Σ+(ca|b),
(4) Σ(bil) : (X2)2 →A : ((x, y), (u, v)) → Σ+(xv|yu)−Σ+(xu|yv).
Furthermore, we can associate,




Π(bil)(xy : uv) := Π(xv)+Π(yu)−Π(xu)−Π(yv),
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→A : ((x, y), (u, v)) →Π(bil)(xy : uv),
(ii) to every map Ψ ∈ P≤3(X |A), and all a, b, z, x, y, u, v ∈ X , the terms
Ψ(2)(ab) := Ψ(ab),
Ψ(z)(ab) := Ψ(abz)−Ψ(ab),
Ψ(bil)(xy : uv) := Ψ(xyv)−Ψ(xv)−Ψ(xyu)+Ψ(xu),

















→A : ((x, y), (u, v)) →Ψ(bil)(xy : uv),
(iii) and, to every map Λ ∈ A(X2)
2
and all a, b, c, z ∈ X , the terms
Λ(2)(ab) := Λ(ab : ba),
Λ(z)(ab) := Λ(az : zb),
Λ(3)(abc) := Λ(ab : bc)+Λ(bc : ca)+Λ(ca : ab),
thus associating also, to every map Λ ∈ A(X
2)
2


















→A : {a, b, c} → Λ(3)(abc).
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Regarding these definitions, we will establish the following facts:
Proposition 1.1. Continuing with the deﬁnitions and notations introduced above, one
has
Σ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Σ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), Σ(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A),
and
Σ(bil) ∈ L2(X |A)
for every map Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A) implying that, associating to any Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A) the maps
Σ(2), Σ(z), Σ(3), and Σ(bil), respectively, deﬁnes canonical group homomorphisms
σ2 : S∗(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) :
Σ →
(
Σ(2) : {a, b} → Σ+(a|b)
)
,
σz : S∗(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) :
Σ →
(
Σ(z) : {a, b} → Σ+(ab|z)
)
,
σ3 : S∗(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) :
Σ →
(




σbil : S∗(X |A)→L2(X |A) :
Σ →
(
Σ(bil) : ((x, y), (u, v)) → Σ+(xv|yu)−Σ+(xu|yv)
)
which group homomorphisms will also be called “trace homomorphisms” associated
with the set X.
Furthermore, the trace homomorphisms σz, σ3, and σbil are split-surjective in
case X is a ﬁnite set, i.e., there exist group homomorphisms ζs, ψs, and λs back from
P≤2(X , z |A), P(3)(X |A), and L2(X |A), respectively, into S ∗(X |A) such that
σz ◦ ζs = IdP≤2(X ,z |A), σ3 ◦ψs = IdP(3)(X |A), and σbil ◦λs = IdL2(X |A)
holds, and the same holds for the trace homomorphisms σ2 in that case provided that
A does not contain any element of order 2.
Proposition 1.2. Further continuing with the deﬁnitions and notations introduced
above, one has
Π(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Π(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), Π(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A),
and
Π(bil) ∈ L2(X |A)
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for every map Π ∈ P≤2(X |A) implying that, associating to any map Π in P≤2(X |A)
the maps
Π(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Π(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), Π(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A),
and
Π(bil) ∈ L2(X |A),
respectively, deﬁnes canonical group homomorphisms
ω2 : P≤2(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) :
Π →
(
Π(2) : {a, b} →Π(2)(ab)
)
,
ωz : P≤2(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) :
Π →
(
Π(z) : {a, b} →Π(z)(ab)
)
,
ω3 : P≤2(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) :
Π →
(




ωbil : P≤2(X |A)→L2(X |A) :
Π →
(











for every Π ∈ P≤2(X |A) and, therefore, in view of the fact that Π(z) = Π holds for








for every Π ∈ P(2)(X |A). In addition, given any map Π ∈ P(2)(X |A), one can ﬁnd
some map Πz ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) for which ω2(Πz) = Π holds.
And ﬁnally, one also has
ω2 (σz(Σ)) = σ2(Σ), ω3(σz(Σ)) = σ3(Σ), ωbil(σz(Σ)) = σbil(Σ),
and
ωz(σ2(Σ)) =−2σz(Σ), ω3(σ2(Σ)) =−2σ3(Σ), ωbil(σ2(Σ)) =−2σbil(Σ),
for every Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A).
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In other words, denoting
(i) the restrictions ωz|P(2)(X |A), ω3|P(2)(X |A), and ωbil|P(2)(X |A) of the group homo-
morphisms of ωz, ω3, and ωbil to the subgroup P(2)(X |A) of P≤2(X |A) by πz,
π3, and πbil, respectively,
(ii) and the restrictions ω2|P≤2(X ,z |A), ω3|P≤2(X ,z |A), and ωbil|P≤2(X ,z |A) of the group
homomorphisms ω2, ω3, and ωbil to the subgroup P≤2(X , z |A) of P≤2(X |A) by
ζ2, ζ3, and ζbil, respectively,
one obtains a surjective group homomorphism ζ2 : P≤2(X , z |A)→P(2)(X |A), one
has
πz ◦ ζ2 =−2IdP≤2(X ,z |A), ζ2 ◦πz =−2IdP(2)(X |A),
and
ζ2 ◦σz = σ2, ζ3 ◦σz = σ3, ζbil ◦σz = σbil,
as well as
πz ◦σ2 =−2σz, π3 ◦σ2 =−2σ3, πbil ◦σ2 =−2σbil,
that is, one obtains the following diagram






























































(i) the trace homomorphisms σbil,σz, and σ3 emanating from the group S ∗(X |A)
in its center are split-surjective in case X is a finite set, and the same holds for
the trace homomorphisms σ2 in that case provided that A does not contain any
element of order 2,
(ii) the group homomorphism ζ2 : P≤2(X , z |A)→P(2)(X |A) is surjective,
(iii) and all triangles commute except those five involving exactly one dotted ar-
row (including the two “degenerate” triangles one obtains by adding, to the
two anti-parallel arrows connecting the groups P(2)(X |A) and P≤2(X , z |A),
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the identity homomorphism of either of these two groups) while composing, in
any one of those five triangles, the homomorphism represented by its dotted ar-
row with the homomorphisms represented by its straight arrow directed towards
the group P(2)(X |A) always yields −2 times the homomorphisms represented
by its other straight arrow
(
expressing, in terms of the diagram under consid-
eration, the fact that πz ◦σ2 = −2σz, π3 ◦σ2 = −2σ3, πbil ◦σ2 = −2σbil,
πz ◦ ζ2 =−2IdP≤2(X ,z |A) , and ζ2 ◦πz =−2IdP(2)(X |A) holds
)
.
Proposition 1.3. Further continuing with the deﬁnitions and notations introduced
above, one has
Ψ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Ψ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), and Ψ(bil) ∈ L2(X |A)
for every map Ψ∈ P(3)(X |A), implying that, associating to any map Ψ in P(3)(X |A),
the maps
Ψ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Ψ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), and Ψ(bil) ∈ L2(X |A),
respectively, deﬁnes canonical group homomorphisms
ψ2 : P(3)(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) :
Ψ →
(
Ψ(2) : {a, b} →Ψ(ab)
)
,
ψz : P(3)(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) :
Ψ →
(




ψbil : P(3)(X |A)→L2(X |A) :
Ψ →
(
Ψ(bil) : ((x, y), (u, v)) →Ψ(bil)(xy : uv)
)
(
where, remarkably, Ψ(bil)(xy : uv), being deﬁned as Ψ(xyv)−Ψ(xv)−Ψ(xyu) +
Ψ(xu) also coincides with the term Ψ(xyu)+Ψ(yv)−Ψ(xyv)−Ψ(yu) for every Ψ ∈
P(3)(X |A)
)
for which the identities
ψ2 ◦σ3 = σ2, ψz ◦σ3 = σz, ψbil ◦σ3 = σbil,
ψ2 ◦π3 =−2IdP(2)(X |A), ψz ◦π3 = πz, ψbil ◦π3 = πbil,
ψ2 ◦ ζ3 = ζ2, ψz ◦ ζ3 = IdP≤2(X ,z |A), ψbil ◦ ζ3 = ζbil,
πz ◦ψ2 =−2ψz, π3 ◦ψ2 =−2IdP(3)(X |A), πbil ◦ψ2 =−2ψbil,
and
ζ2 ◦ψz = ψ2, ζ3 ◦ψz = IdP(3)(X |A), ζbil ◦ψz = ψbil,
hold.
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In other words, our diagram above can be extended so as to yield the diagram



































































in which now all triangles commute except those eleven triangles involving exactly
one dotted arrow (including the four degenerate triangles one obtains by adding, to
the two pairs of anti-parallel arrows involving one dotted arrow, the identity homo-
morphism of either of the two groups connected by them) while composing, in any
one of those eleven triangles, the homomorphism represented by its dotted arrow
with the homomorphism represented by its straight arrow directed towards the group
P(2)(X |A) always yields as before −2 times the homomorphisms represented by its
other straight arrow.
Proposition 1.4. Continuing further with the deﬁnitions and notations introduced
above, one has
Λ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Λ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), and Λ(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A)
for every map Λ ∈ L2(X |A), implying that, associating to any map Λ in P(3)(X |A),
the maps Λ(2), Λ(z), and Λ(3), deﬁne canonical group homomorphisms
λ2 : L2(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) :
Λ →
(
Λ(2) : {a, b} → Λ(ab : ba)
)
,
λz : L2(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) :
Λ →
(




λ3 : L2(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) :
Λ →
(
Λ(3) : {a, b, c} → Λ(3)(abc)
)
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for which the identities
λ2 ◦σbil = σ2, λz ◦σbil = σz, λ3 ◦σbil = σ3,
λ2 ◦πbil =−2IdP(2)(X |A), λz ◦πbil = πz, λ3 ◦πbil = π3,
λ2 ◦ ζbil = ζ2, λz ◦ ζbil = IdP≤2(X ,z |A), λ3 ◦ ζbil = ζ3,
λ2 ◦ψbil = ψ2, λz ◦ψbil = ψz, λ3 ◦ψbil = IdP(3)(X |A),
πz ◦λ2 =−2λz, π3 ◦λ2 =−2λ3, πbil ◦λ2 =−2IdL2(X |A),
ζ2 ◦λz = λ2, ζ3 ◦λz = IdL2(X |A), ζbil ◦λz = λ3,
and
ψ2 ◦λ3 = λ2, ψz ◦λ3 = λz, ψbil ◦λ3 = IdL2(X |A)
hold.
Thus, our results allow us to extend our diagram even further, giving altogether, rise
to the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. Given any set X and any abelian group A , the groups and group













































































































(i) the trace homomorphisms σbil, σz, and σ3 represented by arrows emanating
from the group S ∗(X |A) in its center are split-surjective in case X is ﬁnite, and
the same holds for the trace homomorphisms σ2 in that case provided A does
not contain any element of order 2,
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(ii) the homomorphisms ζ2, ψ2, and λ2 represented by arrows directed towards the
group P(2)(X |A) are all surjective,
(iii) all pairs of anti-parallel solid arrows represent mutually inverse group homo-
morphisms,
(iv) all triangles commute except those ﬁfteen triangles involving exactly one dot-
ted arrow, including the six degenerate triangles one obtains by inserting, in
between any one of the three pairs of anti-parallel arrows involving one dot-
ted arrow, the identity homomorphism of either of the two groups connected by
them,
(iv) and composing the homomorphisms represented by the dotted arrow in any one
of those ﬁfteen triangles involving exactly one dotted arrow with the homomor-
phism represented by the arrow directed towards the group P(2)(X |A) always
yields −2 times the homomorphism represented by its third arrow.
In the next section, we will collect some useful observations. Then, we will estab-
lish Theorem 1.5. And in the last section, we will discuss the special situation arising
in case A has no 2-torsion.
In the second and the third parts of this series of papers (cf. [13,14]) , the main re-
sults of split-decomposition theory (cf. [4]) will be established within the conceptual
framework developed here.
2. Some Useful Observations
The following simple observations will be useful:
Observation 2.1. Given any Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A) and any two subsets Y = {y1, . . . , yi} and
Z = {z1, . . . , z j} of X ,
Σ+(Y |Z) = Σ+(Y ∪{x}|Z)+Σ+(Y |Z∪{x}),
or, equivalently,
Σ+ (y1 · · ·yi|z1 · · · z j) = Σ+ (y1 · · ·yix|z1 · · · z j)+Σ+ (y1 · · ·yi|z1 · · ·z jx)
holds for any element x ∈ X .
Indeed, any split that separates Y and Z exclusively either separates Y ∪{x} and Z, or
separates Y and Z∪{x}.
Observation 2.2. Given any map Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A) and any two subsets Y = {y1, . . . , yi}
and Z =
{
z1, . . . , z j
}
of X ,
Σ+(Y ∪{v}|Z)−Σ+(Y ∪{u}|Z) = Σ+(Y ∪{v}|Z∪{u})−Σ+(Y ∪{u}|Z∪{v}),
or, equivalently,
Σ+ (y1 · · ·yiv|z1 · · · z j)−Σ+ (y1 · · ·yiu|z1 · · · z j) = Σ+ (y1 · · ·yiv|z1 · · · z ju)
−Σ+ (y1 · · ·yiu|z1 · · · z jv)
holds for any two elements u, v ∈ X .
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Indeed, Observation 2.1 implies that also
Σ+ (Y ∪{v}|Z)−Σ+ (Y ∪{u}|Z) = Σ+ (Y ∪{u, v}|Z)+Σ+ (Y ∪{v}|Z∪{u})
−Σ+ (Y ∪{u, v}|Z)−Σ+ (Y ∪{u}|Z∪{v})
= Σ+ (Y ∪{v}|Z∪{u})−Σ+ (Y ∪{u}|Z∪{v})
holds for every map Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A), any two subsets Y and Z of X , and any two ele-
ments u, v ∈ X .
Observation 2.3. Given any map Ψ ∈ P≤3(X |A), the following three assertions are
equivalent:
(i) Ψ is an element of the subgroup P(3)(X |A) of P≤3(X |A),
(ii) one has ∑I∈({1,2,3,4}3 )Ψ({ai : i∈ I})=∑J∈({1,2,3,4}2 )Ψ
({
a j : j ∈ J
})
for all a1, a2,
a3, a4 ∈ X and
2Ψ(abc) = Ψ(ab)+Ψ(bc)+Ψ(ca)





for all a, b, c, d ∈ X .
Indeed, putting a1 := a, a2 := b, and a3 = a4 := c in the identity
∑
I∈({1,2,3,4}3 )











in case Ψ(c) = 0 holds, showing that (i) implies (ii). Conversely, putting b := c := a
in the last identity, one gets 2Ψ(a) = 3Ψ(a) and, therefore, Ψ(a) = 0, showing that
(ii) also implies (i). Furthermore, if 2Ψ(abc) = Ψ(ab)+Ψ(bc)+Ψ(ca) holds for all
a, b, c ∈ X , one has
Ψ(abc)+Ψ(bcd)+Ψ(cda)+Ψ(dab)= Ψ(ab)+Ψ(bc)+Ψ(ca)+Ψ(ad)
+Ψ(bd)+Ψ(cd)
for some a, b, c, d ∈ X if and only if one has
Ψ(abc)+Ψ(bcd)+Ψ(cda)+Ψ(dab)= Ψ(abc)+Ψ(ad)+Ψ(bd)+Ψ(cd),
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if and only if one has
Ψ(bcd)+Ψ(cda)+Ψ(dab) = Ψ(abc)+Ψ(ad)+Ψ(bd)+Ψ(cd).
So, (ii) is also equivalent with (iii).
Observation 2.4. Given any map Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A), one has
Ψ(z)(ab) = Ψ(abz)−Ψ(ab)
= Ψ(az)+Ψ(bz)−Ψ(abz),






for every map Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A) and all elements a, b, z ∈ X .
Observation 2.5. Given any map Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A), one has
Ψ(bil)(xy : uv) = Ψ(y)(xv)−Ψ(y)(xu),
for all elements x, y, u, v ∈ X .
Indeed, by definition, one has
Ψ(bil)(xy : uv) = Ψ(xyv)−Ψ(xv)−Ψ(xyu)−Ψ(xu) = Ψ(y)(xv)−Ψ(y)(xu)
for all elements x, y, u, v ∈ X .
Observation 2.6. Given any map Λ ∈ L2(X |A), one has
Λ(xx : uv) = Λ(xy : uu) = 0,
Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(yx : uv) = Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xy : vu) = 0,
or, equivalently,
Λ(yx : uv) =−Λ(xy : uv) and Λ(xy : vu) =−Λ(xy : uv),
and
Λ(xy : uv) = Λ(yx : vu) = Λ(uv : xy) = Λ(vu : yx)
for all x, y, u, v ∈ X .
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Indeed, bilinearity implies that
Λ(xx : uv)+Λ(xx : uv) = Λ(xx : uv)
and, therefore, Λ(xx : uv) = 0 holds for all x, u, v ∈ X . Thus, symmetry implies that
also Λ(xy : uu) = 0 holds for all x, y, u ∈ X , and bilinearity implies further that also
Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(yx : uv) = Λ(xx : uv) = 0 and Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xy : vu) = Λ(xy : uu) = 0
and, therefore, also
Λ(xy : uv) =−Λ(yx : uv) = Λ(yx : vu) = Λ(vu : yx)
holds for all x, y, u, v ∈ X .
Observation 2.7. Given any map Λ ∈ L2(X |A), one has
Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xu : vy)+Λ(xv : yu) = 0,
for all x, y, u, v ∈ X.
Indeed, one has
Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xu : vy)+Λ(xv : yu) = Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(xy : vy)
+Λ(yu : vy)+Λ(xv : yu)
= Λ(xy : uy)+Λ(vy : yu)+Λ(xv : yu)
= Λ(xy : uy)+Λ(xy : yu)
= Λ(xy : uu)
= 0,
for all Λ ∈ L2(X |A) and x, y, u, v ∈ X .
Observation 2.8. Given any map Λ ∈ L2(X |A), one has
Λ(xy : uv) = Λ(xz : uv)+Λ(zy : uv)
= Λ(xz : uz)+Λ(xz : zv)+Λ(zy : uz)+Λ(zy : zv)
= Λ(xz : zv)+Λ(yz : zu)−Λ(xz : zu)−Λ(yz : zv),
for all x, y, u, v, z ∈ X .
Observation 2.9. Given any map Λ ∈ L2(X |A), one has
Λ(xu : ux)+Λ(yv : vy)−Λ(xv : vx)−Λ(yu : uy) = 2Λ(xy : uv),
for all x, y, u, v ∈ X .
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Indeed, one has
Λ(xu : ux)+Λ(yv : vy)−Λ(xv : vx)−Λ(yu : uy)
= (Λ(xu : uv)+Λ(xu : vx))+ (Λ(yv : vu)+Λ(yv : uy))−Λ(xv : vx)−Λ(yu : uy)
= Λ(xu : uv)+ (Λ(vx : vx)+Λ(xu : vx))+Λ(yv : vu)+ (Λ(uy : uy)+Λ(yv : uy))
= Λ(xu : uv)+Λ(vu : vx)+Λ(yv : vu)+Λ(uv : uy)
= (Λ(xu : uv)+Λ(uy : uv))+ (Λ(vu : yv)+Λ(vu : vx))
= Λ(xy : uv)+Λ(vu : yx)
= 2Λ(xy : uv),
for all x, y, u, v ∈ X .
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
We can now start proving Theorem 1.5. We proceed in a step-by-step fashion, estab-
lishing the required facts from 3.1 to 3.20 below.
As before, we will also assume that a fixed element z ∈ X is given.
Fact 3.1. Given any Π ∈ P≤2(X |A), one has Π(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A) implying that, in
particular, the group homomorphism
ω2 : P≤2(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) : Π →Π(2)
and its restriction
ζ2 : P≤2(X , z |A)→P(2)(X |A) : Π →Π(2)
are well defined.
Indeed, one has Π(2)(a) = Π(a)+Π(a)−2Π(a)= 0 and
Π(2)(ab)+Π(2)(bc)+Π(2)(ca) ∈ 2A
for all a, b, c ∈ X in view of the fact that
Π(2)(ab)+Π(2)(bc)+Π(2)(ca)= 2 (Π(a)+Π(b)+Π(c)−Π(ab)−Π(bc)−Π(ca))
holds for all a, b, c ∈ X .
Fact 3.2. Given any Π ∈ P≤2(X |A), one has Π(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) implying that, in
particular, the group homomorphism
ωz : P≤2(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Π →Π(z)
and its restriction
πz : P(2)(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Π →Π(z)
are well defined.
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Indeed, also Π(z)(az) = Π(az)+Π(z)−Π(az)−Π(z) = 0 holds for every a ∈ X .
Fact 3.3. Given any Π ∈ P(2)(X |A), one has Π(2) =−2Π.
This is obvious.
Fact 3.4. Given any Π ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), one has Π(z) = Π.
This is also obvious.































Fact 3.7. In particular, one has
πz ◦ ζ2 =−2IdP≤2(X ,z |A)
and
ζ2 ◦πz =−2IdP(2)(X |A).
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Indeed, given any Π ∈ P≤2(X , z |A), one has












Fact 3.8. The group homomorphism ζ2 is surjective.
Indeed, given any map Π∈P(2)(X |A), we can choose, for any two elements a, b∈ X ,
some αa,b = αa,b(Π) ∈ A so that
2αa,b = Π(az)+Π(bz)−Π(ab)











0, if z ∈ {a, b},
Π(az), if a = b = z,
αa,b, else.
Clearly, by definition, we have Π(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) for every Π ∈ P(2)(X |A). More-












(a) = 0 = Π(a)




(az) = Π(z)(a)+Π(z)(z)−2Π(z)(az) = Π(z)(a) = Π(az)
for all a ∈ X . So, we have found at least one map in P≤2(X , z |A), viz., the map Π(z),
that is mapped by ζ2 onto the element Π ∈ P(2)(X |A), thus implying our claim.
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Fact 3.9. Given any Π ∈ P≤2(X |A), one has Π(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A) implying that, in
particular, the group homomorphism
ω3 : P≤2(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) : Π →Π(3)
and its two restrictions
π3 : P(2)(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) : Π →Π(3)
and




holds for all a, b, c ∈ X or, equivalently,






a j : j ∈ J
})
for any family (ai)i∈I of elements in X indexed by a 3-subset I, one has
Π(3)(a) = Π(a)+Π(a)+Π(a)−Π(a)−Π(a)−Π(a)= 0
for every a ∈ X and, for all a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ X , one has
∑
I∈({1,2,3,4}3 )

















a j : j ∈ J
})
(




with i∈ I for every i in {1, 2, 3, 4},


































a j : j ∈ J
})
(


















Fact 3.10. Given any Π ∈ P≤2(X |A), one has Π(bil) ∈ L2(X |A) implying that, in
particular, the group homomorphism
ωbil : P≤2(X |A)→L2(X |A) : Π →Π(bil)
and its two restrictions
πbil : P(2)(X |A)→L2(X |A) : Π →Π(bil)
and
ζbil : P≤2(X , z |A)→L2(X |A) : Π →Π(bil)
are well defined.
Indeed, given any five elements x, y, u, v, w ∈ X , one has
Π(bil)(xy : uv) = Π(xv)+Π(yu)−Π(xu)−Π(yv)= Π(bil)(uv : xy)
as well as
Π(bil)(xy : uv)+Π(bil)(xy : vw) = (Π(xv)+Π(yu)−Π(xu)−Π(yv))
+ (Π(xw)+Π(yv)−Π(xv)−Π(yw))
= Π(yu)−Π(xu)+Π(xw)−Π(yw)
= Π(bil)(xy : uw),
for every Π ∈ P≤2(X |A), as claimed.
Fact 3.11. Given any Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A), one has Σ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) implying that the
group homomorphism
σz : S∗(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Σ → Σ(z)
is well defined.
Indeed, given any element a ∈ X , one has
Σ(z)(az) = Σ+(az|z) = 0,
as required.









implying (in view of 3.1, 3.9, and 3.10) that
Σ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A), Σ(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A), and Σ(bil) ∈ L2(X |A)
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holds for every Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A), that, in consequence, we have well defined group ho-
momorphisms
σ2 : S∗(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Σ → Σ(2),
σ3 : S∗(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) : Σ → Σ(3),
and
σbil : S∗(X |A)→L2(X |A) : Σ → Σ(bil),
and that
σ2 = ζ2 ◦σz , σ3 = ζ3 ◦σz , and σbil = ζbil ◦σz
hold.




































= Σ(bil)(xy : uv),
as claimed.
Fact 3.13. The group homomorphism
σz : S∗(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Σ → Σ(z)
is split surjective provided the set X is finite.
Denoting, for any subset A of X , the split {A, X−A} by SA, we may associate a map






for any two distinct elements a, b ∈ X − z (if any two such elements exist, i.e., if








for every a ∈ X −{z}, and ΣΠ(S) := 0A for every other split S in S(X). As this
construction is linear in Π
(
i.e., as ΣΠ+Π′ = ΣΠ+ΣΠ′ holds for any two maps Π, Π′ ∈
P(2)(X |A)
)
, it gives rise to a group homomorphism
ζs : P≤2(X , z |A)→S ∗(X |A) : Π → ζs(Π) := ΣΠ,
and it is easy to check that the image
S∗2 (X , z |A) := ζs (P≤2(X , z |A))
of ζs consists of all maps Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A) whose support is contained in the subset
S∗2 (X , z) of S(X) consisting of all splits S of X for which the subset S(z) in X con-
taining z has co-cardinality 1 or 2 (which happens to be the set S ∗(X) consisting of all
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proper splits of X , i.e., all splits {A, B} of X with A, B = /0, exactly in case #X ≤ 3)
and that
σz ◦ ζs = IdP≤2(X ,z |A)(
as well as ζs ◦σz|S∗2 (X ,z |A) = IdS∗2 (X ,z |A)
)
holds indeed. In other words, restricting
σz to the subgroup S ∗2 (X , z |A) of S ∗(X |A) yields an isomorphism from S ∗2 (X , z |A)
onto P≤2(X , z |A) whose inverse is given by the group homomorphism ζs — in par-
ticular, σz itself is actually a group isomorphism in case #X ≤ 3.
Fact 3.14. One has Ψ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A) and Ψ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) for every Ψ in P(3)(X |
A), implying that we have well defined group homomorphisms
ψ2 : P(3)(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) : Ψ →Ψ(2)
and
ψz : P(3)(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Ψ →Ψ(z).
Indeed, given any element a ∈ X , one has
Ψ(z)(az) = Ψ(az)−Ψ(az) = 0
and
Ψ(2)(a) = Ψ(a) = 0




for every Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A).
Fact 3.15. One has Λ(2) ∈ P(2)(X |A) and Λ(z) ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) for every Λ in L2(X |
A), implying that we have well defined group homomorphisms
λ2 : L2(X |A)→P(2)(X |A) : Λ → Λ(2)
and
λz : L2(X |A)→P≤2(X , z |A) : Λ → Λ(z).
Indeed, given any element a ∈ X , one has
Λ(z)(az) = Λ(az : zz) = 0
and
Λ(2)(a) = Λ(aa : aa) = 0
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for every Λ ∈ L2(X |A). And, given any three elements a, b, c ∈ X , one has
Λ(2)(ab)+Λ(2)(bc)+Λ(2)(ca) = Λ(ab : ba)+Λ(bc : cb)+Λ(ca : ac)
= Λ(ab : bc)+Λ(ab : ca)+Λ(bc : ca)
+Λ(bc : ab)+Λ(ca : ab)+Λ(ca : bc)
= 2Λ(ab : bc)+2Λ(ca : bc)+2Λ(ab : ca)
∈ 2 A ,
for every Λ ∈ L2(X |A).
















for all Λ ∈ L2(X |A).

















= Π(bil)(xy : uv)
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= Λ(az : za)+Λ(bz : zb)−2Λ(az : zb)
= (Λ(az : za)−Λ(az : zb))+ (Λ(bz : zb)−Λ(az : zb))
= Λ(az : ba)+Λ(ba : zb)
= Λ(ab : za)+Λ(ab : bz)
= Λ(ab : ba)
= Λ(2)(ab)
for all Λ ∈ L2(X |A), as required.








= Σ(z), i.e., one
has
ψz ◦σ3 = λz ◦σbil = σz.
In particular, one has
ψz ◦ ζ3 = λz ◦ ζbil = IdP≤2(X ,z |A).









as well as (
Σ(bil)
)(z)
(ab) = Σ(bil)(az : zb)
= Σ+(ab|z)
= Σ(z)(ab)
while the last assertion follows from the fact that the above identities imply that
(ψz ◦ ζ3)◦σz = ψz ◦ (ζ3 ◦σz) = ψz ◦σ3 = σz
as well as
(λz ◦ ζbil)◦σz = λz ◦ (ζbil ◦σz) = λz ◦σbil = σz
holds. So, if X is finite, the surjectivity of σz implies that also
ψz ◦ ζ3 = λz ◦ ζbil = IdP≤2(X ,z |A)
must hold, as claimed. However, even if X is infinite, the same must hold in view of







(ab) = Π(ab) holds for all Π ∈ P≤2(X , z |A) and any two elements a, b ∈
X , and this involves only finitely many elements from X . So, the claim must hold for
any set if it holds for every finite set.




= Ψ, i.e., one has also
ζ3 ◦ψz = IdP(3)(X |A), that is, the two group homomorphisms ζ3 and ψz are mutu-
ally inverse group isomorphisms, implying that σ3 : S∗(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) is also a
split-surjective group homomorphisms.
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for every Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A). In consequence, one has also
σ3 ◦ (ζs ◦ψz) = (ζ3 ◦σz)◦ (ζs ◦ψz)
= ζ3 ◦ (σz ◦ ζs)◦ψz
= ζ3 ◦ψz
= IdP(3)(X |A),
implying that σ3 is also split-surjective, as claimed.




= Λ, i.e., one has also ζbil ◦
λz = IdL2(X |A), that is, also the two group homomorphisms ζbil and λz are mutually
inverse group isomorphisms and σbil : S∗(X |A)→L2(X |A) is also split-surjective.




(xy : uv) = Λ(z)(xv)+Λ(z)(yu)−Λ(z)(xu)−Λ(z)(yv)
= Λ(xz : zv)+Λ(yz : zu)−Λ(xz : zu)−Λ(yz : zv)
= (Λ(xz : uz)+Λ(xz : zv))+ (Λ(zy : uz)+Λ(zy : zv))
= Λ(xz : uv)+Λ(zy : uv)
= Λ(xy : uv)
for every Λ ∈ L2(X |A) and, therefore, also
σbil ◦ (ζs ◦λz) = (ζbil ◦σz)◦ (ζs ◦λz)
= ζbil ◦ (σz ◦ ζs)◦λz
= ζbil ◦λz
= IdP(3)(X |A),
implying that also σbil is split-surjective, as claimed.










In consequence, writing any Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A) in the form
Ψ = (ψz(Ψ))(3) = (σz(ζs(ψz(Ψ))))(3) = (ζs(ψz(Ψ)))(3)
(cf. 3.18, 3.13, and 3.12), and any Λ ∈ L2(X |A) in the form
Λ = (λz(Λ))(bil) = (σz (ζs(λz(Λ))))(bil) = (ζs (λz(Λ)))(bil)
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= (ζs (λz(Λ)))(3) ∈ P(3)(X |A)
holds for all Ψ ∈ P(3)(X |A) and Λ ∈ L2(X |A). In particular, also the two group
homomorphisms
ψbil : P(3)(X |A)→L2(X |A) : Ψ→Ψ(bil)
and
λ3 : L2(X |A)→P(3)(X |A) : Λ→Λ(3)
are well-defined, and we have
λ3 ◦σbil = σ3 = ζ3 ◦σz = ζ3 ◦λz ◦σbil
as well as
ψbil ◦σ3 = σbil = ζbil ◦σz = ζbil ◦ψz ◦σ3
and, therefore, in view of the surjectivity of σbil and σ3 in case X is finite, also
λ3 = ζ3 ◦λz and ψbil = ζbil ◦ψz.




(abc) = Σ(bil)(ab : bc)+Σ(bil)(bc : ca)+Σ(bil)(ca : ab)
= Σ+(ca|b)+Σ+(ab|c)+Σ+(bc|a)
= Σ(3)(abc)



















= Σ(bil)(xy : uv),
as claimed.
So, all the group homomorphisms we have been referring to in the diagram in
Theorem 1.5 have now been shown to be well-defined (that is, they have been shown
to associate, to any map in their domain, a map in the (sub)group that was specified
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as their range). We have seen also that the two pairs of anti-parallel solid arrows in
the much sparser diagram
L2(X |A)



















































represent mutually inverse group homomorphisms while, composing the homomor-
phisms πz represented by the dotted arrow with its anti-parallel counterpart ζ2 in ei-
ther one of the two possible orders, one obtains−2 times the identity homomorphisms
of either one of the two groups P(2)(X |A) or P≤2(X , z |A), respectively. Thus, it re-
mains to observe that, for any one of the remaining group homomorphisms
γ = γG1→G2 : G1→G2
from either one of the groups G1 = S∗(X |A), P(2)(X |A), P(3)(X |A), or L2(X |A)
into either one of the groups G2 = P(2)(X |A), P(3)(X |A), or L2(X |A) represented
by an arrow in the diagram in Theorem 1.5, not yet represented by an arrow in the
sparse diagram above, one has
γ = γP≤2(X ,z |A)→G2 ◦ γG1→P≤2(X ,z |A)
for the unique group homomorphisms represented by an arrow in that sparse diagram
from G1 into P≤2(X , z |A) and from P≤2(X , z |A) into G2. However, we have done
this already above in 3.12 in case G1 := S∗(X |A), in 3.16 in case G1 := P(2)(X |A)
and G2 := P(3)(X |A) or G2 := L2(X |A), and in case G1 := P(3)(X |A) or G1 :=
L2(X |A) and G2 := P(2)(X |A), and in the two remaining cases G1 := P(3)(X |A) and
G2 := L2(X |A), and G1 := L2(X |A) and G2 := P(3)(X |A) in 3.20. So, taking all
things together, we have indeed established Theorem 1.5.
4. Abelian Groups Without 2-Torsion
Now, assume that A does not contain any element of order 2 and note that this implies
that
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• the group homomorphisms πz, π3, πbil, ζ2, ψ2, and λ2 are injective group homo-
morphisms,
• ζ2 induces an isomorphism from P≤2(X , z |A) onto P(2)(X |A) whose inverse is








where, for every map Π ∈ P(2)(X |A) and all x, y ∈ X , the image − 12Π
(z)(xy) of




with respect to the map π∗z (Π)=− 12Π



















in case Π = Σ(2) holds for some map Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A),
• ψ2 induces an isomorphism from P(3)(X |A) onto P(2)(X |A) whose inverse is








where, for every map Π∈P(2)(X |A) and all a, b, c∈X , the image− 12Π
(3)(abc)




with respect to the map π∗3(Π) =−
1
2Π
(3) in P(3)(X |

















in case Π = Σ(2) holds for some map Σ ∈ S ∗(X |A),
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• and λ2 induces an isomorphism from L2(X |A) onto P(2)(X |A) whose inverse








where, for every map Π∈P(2)(X |A) and all x, y, u, v∈X , the image−12Π
(bil)(xy :






















Σ+(xv|yu)−Σ+(xu|yv) = (xy : uv)Σ = ΛΣ(xy : uv).
So, we have
π∗z ◦ ζ2 = IdP≤2(X ,z |A), π∗3 ◦ψ2 = IdP(3)(X |A), π∗bil ◦λ2 = IdL2(X |A),
as well as




z ◦σ2, σ3 = π
∗
3 ◦σ2, σbil = π
∗
bil ◦σ2
in this case, implying in particular that also P(2)(X |A) is canonically isomorphic to




copies of A in case this group does not contain any element of
order 2, and that also the group homomorphism σ2 must be split-surjective in this
case.
It follows also that the group homomorphism π∗z coincides with the celebrated
Farris transform (cf. [24, p. 181], [22, pp. 835 ff], and [23, p. 491], see also [17]
for further references and a recent survey of uses of this transformation and [16] for
further recent applications). The results put together in this note can therefore be
viewed as pointing towards yet another way of studying the Farris transform and its
variants in a more general context.
The following commutative diagram summarizes our discussion:
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that A is an abelian group that does not contain any element
of order 2. Then, given any ﬁxed element z ∈ X, the group homomorphisms deﬁned

























































































































































All arrows emanating from the group S ∗(X |A) in the center of the diagram are split-
surjective provided X is a ﬁnite set, all pairs of anti-parallel arrows represent mu-
tually inverse group isomorphisms — in particular, all group homomorphisms in-
between the four “trace groups” L2(X |A), P≤2(X , z |A), P(3)(X |A), and P(2)(X |A)
are group isomorphisms — and the arrows drawn with broken lines represent maps
that cannot be deﬁned unless A satisﬁes the assumption that it does not contain any
elements of order 2.
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